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I BONA FIQE
"There's nothing artificial about

Mrs. Wiggs."
"No, indeed. She doesn't

make up mind.'-- ' Buffalo Ex-

press,
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4Ta, who wrote 'Life is real, life is
earnest, and the grave is not it's
goal'?"

"Dunno. my sort. Evidently not an
undertaker."
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n. y. mr Paine says i am in the
same class as Thomas edison and
other grate inventors now that i have
put across my invenshun which is
nuthing less than the best lil ol fly
swatter you ever layd eyes on

lots of people are bothered during
the summer time with flies liting on
these nose or other parts of these
face and they have to be brushing the
flies off there face all the time and
that takes there hand off there work
which they are supposed to be doing

this new invenshun of mine let
youx hands keep on there work and
only uses the wind power which is in
your lungs and that aint no use to
you otherwise annyhqw,

furst the fly'liteSTJri your nose
but before that you have to stick

sum rubber balls into your mouth and
hold them there for amunishion; and
also you keep a little tube in your
mouth

now when the fly hops on your
nose you shove one of the rubber
balls Into the tube with your tongue
and take a deep breath and aim at
the wall in front of you

the rubber ball hits the wall and
bounds back knocking the fly off
your nose

ain't that grate stuff
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HIGH PRAISE '
Old Party 'E's a fine little lad,

ma'am I ain't seen a finer. And
bless ye, I been gardening for twenty
years at the reformatory round herb
too! London Cartoon. '
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